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beauty of this album to the explicit and
audacious narrations, this album is
acomplete package for Every Del Rey fan.
‘Did you know that there&#39;s a tunnel
under Ocean Blvd’smoothly takes
everyone back to 2014 when publically
wished she was dead. Numerous articles
andnews were written regarding this line.
That was the time the singer was
miserable after getting a sourresponse
post the release of her first album.At that
point, she had underlying fatalism and
she was widely criticized. Most of the
media accused herof feeding the media
with her ‘Born to Die’ persona, and it was
nothing but a fabrication
consciouslymade by the artist. Her
creative ambitions were always carved
for unusual associations. She yearned
toconnect with tragic geniuses like Kurt
Cobain and Amy Winehouse. She was
always an eccentric intellectand her
works were always been gravitating but
her recent release is widely consuming
and will almostarrest your heart.
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World Music

Ed Sheeran Announces New Album 'Subtract', Revealing Details
About His Life

The British singer-songwriter Ed
Sheeran announces a new album
through social media. The album is
called 'Subtract' following the same
theme name for all of his albums
with mathematical characters. The
'Bad Habit' singer said that this
fifth album of his will put an end to
his mathematical album era. In a
heartfelt social media post, the
chart-topping British superstar said
that the album will be released on
5th May along with very intimate
details of his personal life. About
the album-making process, the
singer said that it is about some
blood-curdling challenges that he
and his family faced in early 2022.
In his latest Instagram post, the
singer shared some very personal
struggles that include his wife's
tumor and his best friend's death.
The upcoming album '-' will be
released via Atlantic Records and is

 pronounced Subtract, is the last
installment of the singer's decade-long
mathematical albums, '+' in 2011, 'x' in
2014, '÷' in 2017, and '+' in 2021. While
talking about the album in his latest
post, the 'Shape Of You' singer said, "I
had been working on Subtract for a
decade, trying to sculpt the perfect
acoustic album, writing and recording
hundreds of songs with a clear vision of
what I thought it should be". Then he
said he faced some terrifying challenges
that changed several events in his life
along with a long-lasting effect on his
mental health. These events and their
impact have ultimately changed the way
the musician viewed art and music
which has led to him making this new
album, his most personal to date.

Calling writing songs his therapy, the
British pop star continued by saying "It
helps me make sense of my feelings," he
wrote whatever he felt like, without

thinking about what the full songs
would be. In the post, the singer
also mentioned that he wrote
everything in over one week and
then "I replaced a decade's worth of
work with my deepest darkest
thoughts".

The 'Photograph' singer further
mentioned how within a space of
just a month, his pregnant wife was
diagnosed with a tumor that cannot
be removed until delivery. He and
his wife, Cherry Seaborn, welcomed
their second child, in July 2021.

But in the same month, the singer
also lost one of his best friends,
Jamal Edwards, who was like a
brother to him in a sudden death.
Additionally, the singer also had to
fight a battle in court for his song
'Shape Of You' and its copyright
infringement case.
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World Music

Six Weeks In A Row! Miley Cyrus's 'Flowers' is
the #1 on Billboard's Hot 100

The heartbreak anthem has been
one of the major hits Miley Cyrus
has ever offered. Since its release, it
gained the pinnacle position on
Billboard’s Hot 100. And the
number completed 6 weeks in a row
in that position. “Flowers is #1 on
Billboard’s Hot 100 for the 6th week
in a row,” the Disney Channel alum
tweeted, captioning a picture of
herself in a shimmering gold
unitard. “To THANK YOU I’m
dropping the Flowers Demo on
Friday.” She captioned the post and
uploaded it.

She dropped a picture of her
wearing that gold again, a swimsuit
this time with black pumps, and
sitting on the bonnet of a teal blue
vintage car.

Her album ‘Endless Summer

 Vacation’ is set to release on the 10th of
March and her fans are excited to see
what the album will offer. She has
dropped a teaser of her upcoming album
on YouTube as well. In the teasing clip,
there is impressively arranged chaotic
music accompanied by clips from
upcoming videos. After seeing the demo
her fans are all excited and one of the
fans posted “Can’t wait. I heard the
snippet on your Discord server and it’s
so good,” while another replied, “This
whole month is about to be everything
that we need.”

‘Endless Summer Vacation’ is going to
be her 8th studio album. And the first
release of this album has been a
smashing hit, and there are no
questions about that. Yet, several
sources are sharing that her ex-husband
Liam Hemsworth is preparing to sue her

for this hit number. Only time will
unveil more, until then keep
enjoying ‘Flowers’.
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Artist Spotlight

Get Hooked to the Energetic New Mix of
Safari White ‘Key Glock - Da Truth’

Safari White gives Key Glock’s ‘Da
Truth’ an impressive makeover while
retaining its original brilliance in his
new mix ‘Key Glock - Da Truth’,
creating a groovy musical experience.

Highlighting the best of the rapper and
artist Samuel, known as Safari White, is
his latest remix ‘Key Glock - Da Truth’
showcasing an immensely gritty flow
and unique vocal tone and musicality.
The track is immersed in retro synths
and heavy bass that fuses perfectly
with trap rhythms that introduce a
whispered, yet intense style of delivery
that has a gripping effect on the
listeners. The juxtaposition of
contemporary and high-energy with a
calm and confident sound design gives
it an impressive twist and boldly

 portrays the innate artistic flair of
the artist. The artist's rendition of
the track breathes a new life into
it, making for a power-packed
listening experience.

The distinctly bold and versatile
approach of electronic music can
only be the result of confidence
born out of the sheer passion that
the musician has for his art and
the in-depth knowledge he holds
when it comes to music. Having
found his calling in music at the
tender age of 16, the artist focused
all his energy on building a career
out of his passion. After years of
hard work, Samuel has now signed
with a few underground music

 labels and is creating quite a stir in
the music industry. Fearlessly
experimenting with elements and
exploring new horizons of music.
The artist has developed a creative
style that is entirely his own. When
it comes to pushing his boundaries,
he leaves no stone unturned, never
falling victim to monotony and
routine. He is constantly exploring
new genres and sounds, creating a
unique blend of music that is sure
to captivate any audience.

‘Key Glock - Da Truth’ introduces
itself with an intriguing musicality
that builds a theatrical ambiance of
suspense, and as the song
progresses, the introduction of
industrial elements makes for a
bold musical realm, as the artist's
deft maneuvering of the music
design gives off a badass vibe to the
song. From building towards a
euphoric climax to a vacuum-like
drop, the song encapsulates a
sublimity that is the product of an
intrinsic creative genius.

The strength of the synths and
groovy bass gives the song a
makeover while keeping intact its
brilliant originality, making it an
eargasmic harmony for listeners. As
the song reaches a majestic end, it
takes on a mellifluous note that
keeps listeners hooked until there
is complete silence.

With this track, Safari White lays
down a smooth foundation for his
promising musical career and
showcases the impeccable skills
that he has been honing since he
was 16. Check out this amazing
musical gem on SoundCloud, along
with his other tracks like ‘Umbrella’
and ‘Safari White’. Check him out
on Instagram to never miss an
update.
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Artist Spotlight

Groove to
the Beats of
the Self-
Taught
Rising Star
in
Electronic
Music VDX
The self-taught music virtuoso and
tech enthusiast VDX has been
building up a solid foundation in
the music empire with his
fearlessly creative tracks that
transcend the established patterns
of genres and bring about a
rejuvenating musical experience for
listeners. What is most striking
about this musical prodigy is that
his tracks are created completely
based on his innate creative genius,
having received no ‘formal’ musical
training. Other than the track ‘A
Greek In Vienna’ in which he
collaborated with FivosValachis,
most of his music pieces are solely
composed by him, and as a treat to
all music lovers, they are
downloadable for free.

When it comes to his music, the
artist has been influenced by an
array of sources, a predominant
space being taken by the Greek
composer Vangelis. His tracks like
‘Conquest of Paradise’, ‘Chariots of
Fire’, and ‘Symphony to the Powers
B’ have been a major source of

inspiration for him. When it
comes to the sound design of his
music, the artist finds inspiration
in those like JMJ. However, the
factor that sets the artist apart is
his diversity. At no point does he
stick to one particular genre,
seeking inspiration from those
like Enya, Abba, and Boney M.

Designing ICs by the day and
dishing out musical gems like
'Vulnerable Rebellion' and ‘Aging
in Native America’, VDX truly
rocks the best of both worlds.
Instead of following in the
traditional footsteps of trying to
master classical pieces, the artist
has amassed a vast musical
knowledge that allows him to use
his passion for technology to be
merged with his passion for
music, giving a substantial 

makeover to the present electronic
music scene. The constant factor in
each of his tracks is a catchy groove
and enchanting rhythm that syncs
perfectly with the mood that he tries
to set with his music. The music
whizz is currently attempting to re-
create Vangelis' "Direct Method"
where an artist attempts to control a
multitude of music elements in real-
time. Give your electronic music
playlist an update by checking out
his tracks on SoundCloud, and hold
on tight as the artist explores further
into the nitty-gritty of the world of
music, delivering music lovers with a
fresh wave of genuine artistry. Being
a self-taught musician, he finds
himself free of the shackles of set
notions of music, allowing him to
craft defining pieces that come as a
pleasant surprise to music lovers.
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Artist Spotlight

Dada P's
'Pressure'
Awes
Audience With
the Seductive
Embrace of
Hip-Hop in Its
Full Glory
Bringing about a gritty and fast-
paced number to amp up the
energy in the room is the latest
release by the hip-hop whizz Dada
P, ‘Pressure’. The song showcases a
faultless contemporary production
with an awe-inspiring strength of
vocals that creates a cleanly mixed
impact throughout. With an
insanely engaging beat and
backdrop, the song brings together
the modern fire of bass and trap
rhythms with the retro keys of
melody that give it a defining
effect. The deftness of performance
exhibits the artist’s innate passion
for music and latches on to the
minds of the listeners, infusing in
them the essence of true hip-hop.
Music has been a part of the artist’s
life ever since he can remember. A
fan of old school music ranging
from Angela Renee to S.o.s Band or
Curtis Mayfield to Johnny Taylor,
music became for him an
expression of his emotions,
transporting him into whichever
timeline of mood he desired to be
in. Soon enough, he fell in love with
hip-hop, writing poems and
translating his stories into rap
verses. He was a part of the group
Fatal Family which consists of Nina
Ross, Matty, K -I, Skitzo, and him,

 and though they went their
separate ways with time, he
believes that they would always be
able to do music together. As the
artist kick-started his solo music
career, he realized music to be an
indispensable part of his life.
From the streets of Memphis to
planning to start his own clothing
line, the artist has come a long
way, and he wouldn't change his
life experiences for anything in
the world. Having released songs
like ‘Going Thru IT’ and ‘On Loud’
that have amassed over 120K
streams online, Dada P is surely
on the way to engraving his name
in golden letters in the halls of
fame of the industry.
‘Pressure’ is the latest and one of
the most ambitious projects by
the artist where he gives an
uncensored view of his

 psychological realm to his listeners,
letting them delve deep into his
emotions, and thereby creating an
unwavering bond with them. The rap
proceeds to offer a relentless
outpour of bars that captivate with
their sheer energy and the artist’s
precision of performance.

The song attests to his genuine skill
and passion for the genre, while the
fast-paced, instantly recognizable
vocals of the artist emphasize his
seamless authenticity and skill.
Check out this enthralling number
on SoundCloud along with his other
masterpieces. His tracks are also
available for streaming on Spotify,
Apple Music, BandCamp, and
YouTube. Follow him on Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter so as to
never miss an update.
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Artist Spotlight

Robert
Rene’s
Musical
‘Nemesis’
Wins Every
Listener’s
Heart
Energize yourself with a melodic
punch of pop music as Robert Rene
has come up with his brand new
musical project. Teasing his
listeners with the lead single of his
upcoming album, he dropped
‘Nemesis’ in mid-February and
now, this single is buzzing in the
music industry. Being one of the
most versatile music artists in the
scene, Robert is well revered for his
musical experimentation and
unparalleled skills with creativity.

This latest track is the best
example of his musical consistency
and determination to come up with
something unique every time.

Robert is a multi-faceted recording
artist from California who is best
known for his musical dynamics.
The versatility of the artist allows
him to dabble among various
genres and it makes his musical
creations sound more unique.

The upcoming album, ‘The Trilogy’
is the debut musical project by this
artist that offers a captivating
amalgamation of EDM, pop, and
melodic ballads. The unique blend
of pop and dance music along with

positive vibes and poetic lyricism
make his songs more engaging
and enjoyable at the same time.

Not only as a music artist but
Robert is also well-revered as a
trained dancer and choreographer
who has performed all over Los
Angeles and the Orange County
area. He has also worked on
multiple projects in Disney
Entertainment as a performer and
a choreographer.

Robert has also worked as a
professor of dance for various
colleges in Orange County.
Exploring his creative psyche and
passion, Robert started his career
as a talented music artist and now
he is gaining at full throttle. As a
prolific singer, dancer,
choreographer, and overall

 performer; Robert Rene is gradually
becoming a role model for the
emerging artists in the scene.

The latest project ‘Nemesis’ is
embarking on a successful musical
journey for Robert while inspiring
others. This is just the beginning of
his musical career as a professional
artist yet he is seasoned enough to
create a timeless musical project
which is never going to fade. The
single is currently available on all
major digital platforms such as
Apple Music, Spotify, Amazon, and
many others. Robert’s fans and
listeners can find more details at his
official website . He is also available
on social media platforms like
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
where listeners can find more
exciting updates. Follow the artist
and get to know more!
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Artist Spotlight

Set the
Mood for a
Summer
Party With
ZAK’s
Brand New
Single
‘D.A.P’
Get through a head-bopping
musical experience with ZAK and
his latest single ‘D.A.P’, a song that
invites everyone onto the dance
floor with love and energy.

Bringing out the bad and boujee
energy along with a party
essence, ZAK has come up with his
brand new single titled ‘D.A.P’. He
has done an amazing job in crafting
this single which is full of energy
with a tint of wildness. This fun
summer bop is not only setting the
mood of a slumber or pool party
but also empowering listeners by
acknowledging their true worth.
The single has premiered recently
with an official music video that
churns out the real essence of the
song. It is currently available on
Zak’s official YouTube channel
titled ZAK_TheArtist.

Dabbling between the genres like
R&B and pop, ZAK has developed
his melodic genre that is filled with
emotions, energy, and musical
philosophy that can captivate
everyone. He likes to write his

 tracks from his own experience
which is quite relatable for the
listeners. His magical voice
meanders through every
soundscape and makes it even
more enjoyable and creative.

Inspired by Michael Jackson and
Beyoncé, Zak is determined to
become the next popstar that the
industry needs. Offering fresh
music with blended flavors from
different genres, he is setting an
example in the music scenes. Not
only music but his creative psyche
also enjoys gaming, dancing, 3D
art, cooking, connecting with
friends, and so on.

Zak has been recently featured on
AFX Radio in London for the track
“As Long As Ur Happy” which is a
huge brisk move in his career.
Previously, he has dropped many
songs like ‘What IS This Love?’,
‘37+32’, ‘Round & Round’, etc
which are the greatest examples
of his dedication and artistic aura.

He has made some significant
progress with each successful
musical release.

The latest project ‘D.A.P’ is being
powerful creation by Zak that stands
for Diamonds and Pearls. Through
this track, the artist has repeatedly
assured listeners that not everyone
might know their true worth oneself
but they should consider themselves
no less than Diamonds and Pearls.
Clearly, the title of the single is
justified well. Joseph Castleberry
also offered ample contribution as a
Producer, Director, Editor, and
Cinematographer as well. The track
is well-built and capable of
enveloping all kinds of listeners
around the world.  ZAK_TheArtist is
not only available on YouTube but
also on other major musical
platforms like SoundCloud, Spotify,
YouTube, and Apple Music to no
more. He is looking forward drop
more singles in the coming days of
this year.
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Artist Spotlight

P2K DaDiddy's 'U turn'
Featuring King George Is

Making Everyone Groove To His
Charming Styles

Ecstatic and youthful, P2K DaDiddy’s
release ages like fine wine, from highly
captivating lyricism to exquisite
profoundness, he will make any music
lover groove to his track. His latest
release ‘U turn’ featuring King George
is something that anyone will fall in
love with. The heartfelt lyricism along
with the ecstatic vibes of this artist has
made the world bow to his impressive
releases.  The high and incredibly
balanced vibes of this number are truly
a gain for any music lover. Music knows
no geographical borders and this song

 is the epitome of musical poetry.
The charged-up scene of this
number along with the gripping
and fascinating energy of this
number was extremely exciting.
Coming from a background with
little to no privileged has made
him hungry for success. His
journey in music started over 5 to
6 years back and being highly
talented his works have made sure
that people fall for his soothing
yet witty musical styles. The
gripping and grooving vibes are

the best that you can find in this
genre. He is at a stage where his
stage name P2K DaDiddy is bigger
than the name he was born with.
And this is a true trait of a
legendary artist of tomorrow.

His blues anthem ‘Child Support’,
determined the initiation of his
journey, while his incredibly
powerful release was the reason he
became famous. The first song he
uploaded on Spotify is ‘Child
Support’, and the first song he
uploaded on YouTube was ‘Zydeco
Love’, and later on he dropped his
significant release ‘Boom Boom
Boom’. Being widely popular for his
blues vibes his works were also
heavily appreciated by music lovers
from every corner of the world. And
this has evoked the true artistry
which was hidden inside. And in
the last few years, he has offered
tracks that are packed with highly
impressive releases.

His latest release ‘U turn’ featuring
King George was an instant hit. The
song was produced by Ace Visionz
Productions. This number shows
the man come a long way to release
tracks and make history based on
the little resources he had and still
succeeded in life in music. The man
never gave up and continues to
follow his passion and now he is
one of the brightest young artists.

His journey is incredibly
motivational and his success shows
that anyone can attain success if
they have the zeal to follow their
passion even in the darkest
moments.

Follow this highly profound artist
on Spotify, YouTube, Apple Music,
Facebook, and Instagram.
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Artist Spotlight

Gifted Talent Mike
DiLorenzo Is
Bringing the Magic
of R&B with His
Latest Creation,
‘Holding All My
Love (feat Anna
Moore)’
The incredibly skillful artist with a
promising career, Mike DiLorenzo
is all set to release a brand-new
single ‘Holding All My Love (feat
Anna Moore)’.

The performing genre of R&B
music is one of the most popular
musical genres across the world.
This musical genre has given
several artists their fame and
success in the global music
industry and it looks like the latest
addition to this list is going to be
the gifted talent, Mike DiLorenzo.
You will be surprised that this R&B
singer and artist is extremely
versatile as well and is again all set
to prove his caliber with this
upcoming music. The track
‘Holding All My Love’ will be
released on March 24th, 2023
which is now creating quite a buzz
in the industry.

The artist has always been
interested in making music since
his childhood. Over time he has
brushed up his skills and with hard
work, he is currently on his way to
becoming one of the most
celebrated musicians in the global
music industry.

His talent speaks for itself and this
latest soon-to-be-released track
has already gotten listeners excited
since its first announcement.

This is not the first time that Mike
and his featured artist on the
upcoming track, Anna Moore is
collaborating on a musical track.
The artist’s latest album “What
We Need” which was released in
2022 also featured the
contemporary R&B artist Anna
Moore on the title track.

Her sultry vocals on the track have
added so many layers to the vocals
and complimented the track very
well. The same expectations is
here for ‘Holding All My Love’ as
history says whenever these two
are together, there is nothing
short of magic for the listeners.
The album was one of the most
successful albums of the past year
for the R&B music industry
placing up to 4 tracks in the top

 ten Smooth Jazz Global Listener
Countdown. This is also the only
Smooth Jazz chart that is decided by
the listeners. The recent upcoming
track of Mike DiLorenzo, is woozy,
and wild and takes you on a
wonderful trip consisting of an
experimental edge that gives the
experience an added level of
satisfaction. The song is composed
in such an alluring way and is a
perfect throwback to 90’s R&B, Pop,
and Dance music. You will find
difficulty in placing the track in one
genre as it is a mixture of pop music,
R&B, and dance music, which is why
it is a perfect food for the hunger of
music lovers. The song will be
available on 24th March on Spotify,
SoundCloud, Apple Music, and
YouTube. Follow the artist on
Instagram and his website.
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Artist Spotlight

J.Á.H. Is Back
With the Anthem
of Sensuous
Intimacy, ‘More
Than Lust’ an
Outburst of His
Creative
Expressions

Bold and experimental, J.Á.H. has
always been widely attractive with
his musical releases. His latest
release ‘More Than Lust’ is sensual
and at the same time it offers an
incredibly compelling narrative.
The sense of being together and
being intimate with the person you
are in love with is heavenly. And he
has described this based on the
charming narrative of this number,
there is nothing like being close to
the person you love. Along with its
experimental nature, the track
stands out from the rest.

J.Á.H. was born in London. But he
was raised in Los Angeles and
Melbourne. Being exposed to
various musical genres soon
developed his keen interest in
music. And this zeal for music has
driven him to start his music career
at a very young age. Soon he
started to experiment with various
musical instruments like guitar,
drums, trumpets, and piano. He
gathered his musical inspiration
from legendary singers like The
Weeknd, Frank Ocean, and Justin
Bieber. His musical motif started
with soothing R&B vibes and soon
he started to include musical
sensuous vibes into his tracks.
More Than Lust by J.Á.H.

MoreatHlaUS. JAL

MoreThanLust
PARENTAL

ADVISORY
EXPLICITCONTENT

J.Á.H.’s music career started with
the cover song ‘Earned It’. This
track was the incredibly famous
track by the Weeknd from the
Fifty Shades of Grey franchise.
And he has done a marvelous job
covering this number. Many
‘Earned It’ fans have loved this
rendition of the number. After the
success of this cover song, he
releases his first original solo ‘In
Denial’ on music streaming
platforms. And this track also
became one of the highly
successful numbers from a
debutant musician. This song was
truly a great composition packed
with gripping narrations and
highly reflective lyricism.

But as he dropped his third and
latest track ‘More Than Lust’, his
entire audience base went gaga

 over that number. From heartfelt
lyricism to catchy beats, this song
left no stone unturned and offered
the most incredible way to unwind
with your partner by the end of the
day. This steamy and sensuous
number was truly a great release by
this young star.

Everything about this number was
attractive, from each verse of this
number to every musical bridge; this
song is something that every music
lover is willing to witness.

And his vocals have made sure that
each listener can feel the core
enticing ess

For more information follow him on
Band Camp, Spotify, YouTube,
SoundCloud, Apple Music, Twitter,
Instagram, and Facebook.
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J.A.H.IsBackWiththeAnthemofSensuousIntimacy,
'MoreThanLust'anOutburstofHisCreativeExpressions
Frompotentwordstowidelycharmingsoundscapes,J..H.'slatestreleaseMore
ThanLustisanincrediblyconcoctednumberpackedwithmagicalandheartfeltlines.

Boldandexperimental,J.A.H.hasalwaysbeenwidelyattractivewithhismusicalreleases.Hislatestrelease
'MoreThanLustissensualandatthesametimeitoffersanincrediblycompellingnarrative.Thesenseof
beingtogetherandbeingintimatewiththepersonyouareinlovewithisheavenly.Andhehasdescribed
thisbasedonthecharmingnarrativeofthisnumber,thereisnothinglikebeingclosetothepersonyoulove.
Alongwithitsexperimentalnature,thetrackstandsoutfromtherest.

J.AH.wasborninLondon.ButhewasraisedinLosAngelesandMelbourne.Beingexposedtovariousmusi-
calgenressoondevelopedhiskeeninterestinmusic.Andthiszealformusichasdrivenhimtostarthis
musiccareerataveryyoungage.Soonhestartedtoexperimentwithvariousmusicalinstrumentslike
guitar,drums,trumpets,andpiano.HegatheredhismusicalinspirationfromlegendarysingerslikeThe
Weeknd,FrankOcean,andJustinBieber.HismusicalmotifstartedwithsoothingR&Bvibesandsoonhe
startedtoincludemusicalsensuousvibesintohistracks.

ReadMoreondailymusicroll.com-›

Listenthelatesttrackon:

bandcamp Spotify

FollowJ.A.H.

f
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Artist Spotlight

Luke Stamenkovich Is Paving the Way to the Top With the Track
‘Atomic Playboys’

Rock has always been one of the
most famous genres of music. Now
listeners are getting the
opportunity to relive 80s rock
music with artist Luke
Stamenkovich. He is reaching out
to a lot of listeners and enhancing
the charm of the genre with his
magnificent songs. His unique way
of presentation is spreading a
refreshing charm among all music
enthusiasts. He is an independent
artist who creates, records and
produces on his own. The upbeat
tune and subtle flow of music have
made each song of his even more
attractive and diverse at the same
time.

Hails from Perth, Australia, this
artist has created a sensation by
delivering the latest track ‘Atomic
Playboys’. In this particular song,
he has worked with Canadian artist

 Todd Kerns. The stunning musicianship
is creative and mesmerizes all listeners.
Alongside all, his enigmatic
presentation has added a new flavour to
his work, which is being appreciated by
everyone. This artist is showcasing a
large array of music to everyone. For
this particular reason, he has succeeded
to create a solid fanbase in a short time.
With each release, he is gaining more
attention from worldwide listeners.

Luke has always been inclined to the
culture of rock music and that is why
from a very early stage of life he started
working as a musician in local bands.
And now this artist is winning hearts
overseas by showing his talent. It can be
said that he has amplified the essence of
the genre that is enriching the music
industry. He is garnering a lot of ears
with this exclusive soundtrack ‘Atomic
Playboys’. In this track, listeners are
getting the chance to enjoy the 80s vibe

to the fullest.

In the rock music industry, Luke
Stamenkovich is a renowned artist
who is flourishing in his career with
each release. He has contributed a
lot to the music industry. There are
many soundscapes of him that have
acquired huge attention. Some of
his excellent works are ‘Chasing
Dreams’, ‘Alfred's Coffee Jam’,
‘Crossroads’, and ‘Isolation’.

Every track is different from the
other and that is what makes them
special from others. All these are
available on Spotify, Apple Music,
and YouTube. Visit his profiles on
these platforms to listen to the
pieces of music.

Other than that, follow this rock
star on Facebook, Instagram, and
TikTok to get more updates on his
new projects.
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Music Review
The magnificent EP
‘Reflections of HE’ has been
released by the talented
artist Big O. his brilliant
musical presentation is
spreading a charm among
all.

The prolific artist Orlando
Turner widely known as Big
O is creating a wave in the
music industry with his
breath-taking music. He
has garnered a lot of
listeners from all around
the world. This artist has
not only mesmerized me
with his creations but has
done the same with other
listeners too. The thematic
and groovy flow of the
tracks has created a buzz
among everyone. It is his
unique way of presentation
that has amazed me to the
core. He has shown his
caliber by making variant
kinds of songs. His versatile
creations are helping him
to reach out to global
listeners in a lot easier way.

Based in London, United
Kingdom, this artist has
always been inclined to the
culture of music. He started
working with music at a
very early stage of his life.
Recently, he has created a
buzz among us with the EP
‘Reflections of HE’
featuring Chill Select. It has
four diverse instrumental
soundtracks that are
grabbing the attention of
all music enthusiasts. These
are ‘Shipping (Out) ’, 'With
You’, ‘Worthwhile Journey’,
and ‘Crazy Feelin’. Each
song has a whole different
charm which is making
them even more attractive.

4.7/5
By Daily Music Roll

BIG O IS CREATING A
SENSATION WITH HIS NEW
EP 'REFLECTIONS OF HE'

         

The flawless music and rhythmic tune have enhanced
its charm. This particular thing has accumulated a huge
number of listeners.

This impeccably talented artist experiments a lot when

 it comes to music. That is
why, all their work is quite
different from each other.
This is assisting him a lot to
create a fanbase in a short
time span. The fascinating
pieces of music spread an
enthusiastic vibe among
everyone. It is his songs
that encourage everyone to
hit the dance floor. It can be
said that this young artist
has churned out the true
flavor of the genre by
sowing his aura. This way
he growing on a large scale
and garnering maximum
audiences instantly.

Currently, Big O is a
renowned persona in the
industry. As a musician, he
has given a lot of songs in
his music career. Some of
his exemplary creations
apart from ‘Reflections of
HE’ are ‘Footprints In The
Snow’, ‘Onward & Upward’,
‘City Lights’, and ‘Road
Trip’. Every song is enriched
with various charms, which
is really attractive.

All of his creations are
available on Spotify, Apple
Music, and YouTube. Thus
follow him on these music
streaming platforms to
listen to his songs. Other
than that, follow this artist
on Twitter and Instagram
to get all the updates on his
upcoming projects.

EP Link:
https://open.spotify.com/al
bum/2jrRkLUsduxHjZKoGV
99aX

Follow him on
Bandcamp: https://big-
o.bandcamp.com/
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Artist Spotlight

Join The Dance Floor with TACEY and Her Latin Pop Flavors in ‘Ya Fuiste’

Brace up for another upbeat Latin-
pop creation as TACEY is here,
ready to win the hearts of her
millions of fans with the latest
single ‘Ya Fuiste’. The track is
currently piquing interest among
all kinds of music lovers. The song
has also premiered with an official
music video on March 24 that
perfectly compliments the subject
matter, theme, and mood of the
track. While this track sets another
example in the music industry, let’s
find out more about this rising
Latin pop star.

Hailing from Los Angeles,
California, Tacey has made some
significant progress on her musical
journey even though it is just the
beginning of it. Her insane amount
of talent and skills along with an
explosive personality makes her
musical creations even more fun,
engaging and energetic. This multi-
talented powerhouse is just 18

years old and already setting an example
in the industry. Immensely talented
with her skills as a singer, dancer, model,
and natural-born performer; Tacey's
charismatic aura captivates every kind
of audience. Starting from her childhood
to her teen years, she has been
constantly improving her craft which
made her become a highly seasoned
artist from the beginning of her solo
musical career. Being a bilingual music
artist allows her to sing in both
Latin/Espanol and English.

Her previous singles are the greatest
examples of her sheer individuality,
creativity, and consistency toward her
craft. ‘Otra Notificación’ and ‘Conmigo’
both offered listeners upbeat Latin pop
flavors along with well-written lyricism.
Revolving around the emotive topics of
romance, heartbreak, and growing over
it; Tacey’s tracks feel relatable for
everyone. With a perfect balance of
poignancy and optimism, she makes
sure each of her musical releases is close

 to the listeners’ hearts. Tacey
celebrates her life and embraces
her emotions through her musical
creations and that reflects
evidently.

The latest track ‘Ya Fuiste’ is
marking the 4th release on TACEY’s
highly progressive musical journey
which looks very promising and
far-fetched. She did a great job with
her mesmerizing vocal skills and
subject matter which offers
optimism. Directed by Evan
Marquette & Tacey herself, the
music video depicts a party-like
mood with a break-free attitude.

Produced by Evan, this is one of the
greatest musical projects by Tacey.
Follow her on YouTube and other
major music platforms to listen to
her music. Listeners can get more
information from her official
website as well.
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Indian Music

M.M
Keeravani
Sang 'Top
of the
World' In
His Speech
While
Receiving
the Award
for 'Naatu
Naatu'
Finally, the dreams of Indians have
been fulfilled as the country has
bagged the Oscar award. The team
of RRR has won the award of
‘Original Song’ for the electrifying
song ‘Naatu Naatu’. Their
exceptional creation has not only
made the Indians proud but they
have surprised everyone too.
Winning an Oscar is one of the
prestigious acknowledgment that
this film and its song has
accomplished.

While receiving the award, the
composer of the song M.M
Keeravani said ‘I grew up listening
to the Carpenters and now here I
am with the Oscars’. Later that he
started singing with the melody of
the 70s pop song ‘Top of the World’
and stated ‘There was only one
wish on my mind…'RRR’ has to win,

 pride of every Indian, and must
put me on the top of the world’.
It was such a mesmerizing event
to see where the ‘Naatu Naatu’
song won the award with the
nominations like Rihanna and
Lady Gaga. It has competed
against ‘Applause’ from ‘Tell It
Like A Woman’, ‘Hold My Hand’
from ‘Top Gun: Maverick’, ‘Lift me
Up’ from ‘Black Panther: Wakanda
Forever’, and ‘This Is Life’ from
‘Everything Everywhere All At
Once’.

This exceptional song was sung by
Rahul Sipligunj and Kaala
Bhairava with the composer M.M
Keeravani, SS Rajamouli, and
lyricist Chandrabose. Along with
that Jr NTR and Ram Charan have
also done an exceptional job,
which has led them to win an
Oscar. With the presence of all the
artists, on the behalf of M.M
Keeravani and Chandrabose has
accepted the award. It not only
ended there, but the Americans
also tried to make a performance
on this Telugu track and it can be
said that they have done justice to
the song. Everyone is very much
happy with the decision. They
have shown their happiness
whenthe Indian star and global
icon Deepika Padukone

 introduced the song by calling it a
‘Banger’.

Alongside this, India has won
another award with the
documentary movie ‘The Elephant
Whispers’ in the ‘Best Documentary
Short Film’ segment. Guneet Monga,
the producer, and director Kartiki
Gonsalves went up to the stage to
receive the award. It can be said that
it is quite a successful year for the
Indian film industry.
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Indian Music

NEEMA AND KILI PAUL SHARE THEIR
ADORABLE ROFL MOMENT WITH FANS

When it comes to the Tanzanian brother-sister duo, Kili Paul and
his sister Neema Paul need no special introduction. The duo first
shot to fame when they released their video vibing and lip-
syncing to the song ‘Raataan Lambiyan’ from the movie
Shershaah. Since then they have garnered a separate fan base for
their Reels in India, as they began to collaborate more and more
on Hindi songs- be it shaking their legs to Bollywood hits like
Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 and Kala Chashma or lip-syncing to evergreen
musical tracks.

The duo recently made a comeback with a new reel that has fans
laughing and falling in love with them once again. The video
opens with Neema and Kili Paul preparing to lip-sync to the
timeless and soulful melody ‘Dekha Ek Khwab’.But there turned
out to be a plot twist. The duo was prepared to perform on the
viral remix version of the song ‘Dekha Ek Khwab X Laila’. Kili is
seen preparing to get dancing to the upbeat groove of the remix
but as seconds pass, he realizes that they had made a blunder -
they had actually chosen the original version without the remix.

Neema’s priceless reaction as realization dawned upon them stole
the show. Kili Paul wrote in the caption: “When u only know the
remix not the original song?”. 

The original song ‘Dekha Ek Khwab’ is taken
from the movie Silsila by Yash Chopra, featuring
Rekha and Amitabh Bachchan, and was
originally sung by music legends Kishore Kumar
and Lata Mangeshkar.

The siblings have now taken to learning Hindi
and a few days back shared their version of the
popular party number of the new year ‘
Besharam Rang’ from the Shah Rukh Khan and
Deepika Padukone starrer Pathaan.

The video flaunted Neema Paul’s singing skills
and was captioned “Rate This!!? Neema wants
to be @shilparao ?” and received a lot of
applause from the audience. The song was
originally sung by Shilpa Rao and Caralisa
Monteiro, with the lyrics written by Kumaar.
The video was subjected to much controversy
but fans could not have enough of it either.

During his visit to India, Kili Paul made his
acquaintance with numerous celebrities from
the entertainment world.

The videos and pictures of him dancing with
Ranveer Singh during the Meta Concert Day in
Mumbai became a hot topic on social media as
fans fawned over the adorable duo that the two
of them made.
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Indian Music

Salman
Khan
Releases
the Second
Kisi Ka Bhai
Kisi Ki Jaan
Song, Billi
Billi: Shares
a Cute Cat
Video
The Bollywood actor Salman Khan
announced the release of the
second song from his forthcoming
film Kisi Ka Bhai Kisi Ki Jaan, on
Monday. Across his social media
platforms, he made a post on
Monday, announcing the second
song will be released on 2nd March.
Previously, the actor was seen in
the first track's music video from
the same film.

He is seen romancing the talented
actress Pooja Hegde in the first
track, 'Naiyyo Lagda'. The song has
gathered an overwhelming
response from fans and other users
on social media, and after the
release of the music video on
YouTube, it has been in the
trending position.

From hilarious dance steps and
memes about it to the retro music
composition, the whole has got

several topics to talk about
regarding the track and its music
video. However, it has worked in
the favor of the actor and his film
as it is successful in gathering as
much engagement as it could.
Now with the announcement of
the second release, it is expected
to get the same reaction from the
fans.

The actor dropped a glimpse of
the music as he shared a cute
video of cats with the song on his
social media accounts and the
adorable vibes are winning the
hearts of his fans once again.
Featuring a teaser of the audio,
the video is filmed of two cats
playing in a garden adorably
which seems to be at the actor's
property.

The song is also the first
collaboration of Salman Khan
with the singer Sukhbir. After the
teaser, the audio track has been
released and the entire song is
now available across all the
platforms. Upon listening it can be
said that the song is a high-

spirited track, filled with energy and
upbeat music, which is a dance
number.

So far, the audio version is also
trending on digital platforms and
the responses of the fans are
overwhelming. Fans have expressed
that they are quite enjoying this trip
to the 90s that the music director
and composers of the album are
offering them.

The movie is expected to become the
great comeback of the actor who was
last seen in Shahrukh Khan’s
blockbuster, ‘Pathan’. After the
release of Kisi Ka Bhai Kisi Ki Jaan,
Salman will be seen in Tiger 3 with
Katrina Kaif.
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GetYourHeartTormentedWith

LANA
DelRey's
Didyouknowthatthere's
atunnelunderOceanBlvd

AnEngulfingpieceofmusicalecstasy,LanaDelRey's'Did
youknowthatthere&#39;satunnelunderOcean
Blvd'isboldandbeautiful,anintrospectivejourney
ofthesinger.

WVidelyappreciatedandextremelylovedartistLanaDel
Reyisbackwithanotherheavilyarmedalbum.Fromthe
enthrallingbeautyofthisalbumtotheexplicitand
audaciousnarrations,thisalbumisacompletepackagefor
EveryDelReyfan.'Didyouknowthatthere'satunnelunder
OceanBlvd'smoothlytakeseveryonebackto2014when
publicallwishedshewasdead.Numerousarticlesand

newswerewrittenregardingthisline.Thatwasthetime
thesingerwasmiserableaftergettingasour
responsepostthereleaseofherfirstalbum.



Atthatpoint,shehadunderlyingfatalismandshewas
widelycriticized.Mostofthemediaaccusedherof

feedingthemediawithher'BorntoDie'persona,and
itwasnothingbutafabricationconsciouslymadeby
theartist.Hercreativeambitionswerealwayscarved
forunusualassociations.Sheyearnedtoconnectwith

tragicgeniuseslikeKurtCobainandAmyWinehouse.
Shewasalwaysaneccentricintellectandherworks
werealwaysbeengravitatingbutherrecentreleaseis
widelyconsumingandwillalmostarrestyourheart.

Hertracksoftendetachyoufromrealityandtakeyou
toagloomierplace.Andtheentirealbumof'Didyou
knowthatthere'satunnelunderOceanBlvd'isof
thatsort.Fromitsleadsingleto'A&W,thisisacre-
ativemasterpieceflauntingherdauntingself.Thisis
herninthstudioalbumandshehasbeenextremely

overwhelmedwiththisrelease.Fromthelyricismto
hermelodiousvoice,thisalbumwassomethingthat
speaksloudlyaboutthehiddengravesofherpureself.

Andsincethealbumwentpublic,itwassweepingev-
eryonefromtheirplaceandthedarkgloomyvibesare
somethingthatworkedasaneye-openerfortheworld.
Shespokeherheartoutthroughthesetracksandthe
worldcouldfeelthepainintheirthroataswell.Lana
DelReypouredallherinsecuritiesherdoubtsandher
painthroughtheselinesof'Fingertips'."Willthebaby
beallright/WillIhaveoneofmine?/CanIhandleit
evenifIdo?"showsareinnerdilemmaandthose
silentanswerstoherintrospectivequestions.She

hasn'tdoneacartwheelsincetheageofnine,andthis
probablyishightimetoperformone.



Music Review
Miley Cyrus finally released
her latest album, ‘Endless
Summer Vacation’ on
March 10th. The internet
cannot keep calm with the
album earning big critical
acclamation.

When Miley Cyrus
released her seventh studio
album 'Plastic Hearts', it
quickly became one of her
career turns, gaining her
new fans and increasing her
visibility. The lead single of
her new album 'Endless
Summer Vacation', 'Flowers
has already earned the
singer her first Billboard no
1 song.

This is truly the singer's
comeback as the single
came with breaking records
left and right.
The new album starts with
a fresh, slow-burn groove in
'Flowers' which is easily one
of the biggest hits of this
year and earned its spot as
one of the most memorable
songs as well.

The song has gained
massive support from not
only her fans and listeners
but also from the locals.
The song carries a strong
message of being
independent and self-love
and is the perfect successor
to her previous album
'Plastic Hearts'. This album
is less about Stevie Nicks,
and more about Miley Cyrus
and presents the singer as a
perfect 'Singer-songwriter'
light and powerful 'Flowers'
is the ideal opening banger.
&nbsp;
It is followed by 'Jaded'
which is an acoustic jam

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

MILEY CYRUS RELEASES
THE MOST ANTICIPATED
PROJECT YET, 'ENDLESS

SUMMER VACATION'

         

with mid-tempo, composed as a cool and calm track.
Throughout the track, Cyrus has maintained a tone of
intimacy in her voice which gets powerful in the chorus.
With lyrics like "I'm sorry that you're jaded/ I could have
taken you places/ You're lonely now and I hate it," she
presents the scenario of falling out of love very
beautifully.

The third track of the
album, "Rose Colored
Lenses" continued the calm
tone with a touch of blueish
composition. The first
collaboration of the album
comes with country star
Brandi Carlile on
"Thousand Miles", and then
again on "Muddy Feet" with
Sia.

There are other songs like
"You" with a busy ballad,
giving the singer enough
space to once again show
her killer vocals.

However, 'Handstand” with
a mixed composition of
pop-funk and R&B, takes
the album to a turning
point, introducing new
arrangements, vocal shifts,
and composition changes,
followed by "Violent
Chemistry", "Muddy Feet", 
"Wildcard", "Island" and
lastly "Wonder Woman".
This album brings out the
dynamic and textual
production that is
complemented well by
Cyrus' breathy vocals.

'Endless Summer Vacation'
is a love letter that teaches
you how to embrace
yourself. It has written
Miley Cyrus all over it,
starting from the
compositions to the
breathy powerful vocals,
probably her best vocally
produced album till date.

Listen to it now on all
music platforms.
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Music Review
Bebe Rexha gives fans a
preview of her forthcoming
album ‘Bebe’, as she
releases her latest single
“Call On Me” which
becomes an anthem of self-
empowerment.

Providing another peek into
her upcoming studio album
‘Bebe’, the American
popstar Bebe Rexha has
released her latest single
“Call On Me”, carrying forth
the club energy seen in her
previous, ’70s-influenced
record single “Heart Wants
What It Wants” which has
garnered over 9 million
streams on Spotify. The
song opens with the lines:
“All through the night, like
a bird in flight / Under the
moonlight, caressing me
right / God only knows how
long I’ve waited for this /
It’s been the longest time/
You never made me feel like
heaven / Never made me
feel this high / If I need a
lover, someone to hold me /
Satisfy all my needs / If I
need a lover, someone to
save me / Someone to set
me free / I’d call on me,”
immediately setting the
mood of the song on a self-
reliant note. The song is an
anthem of freedom and
self-efficiency as the singer
says that she is the only
one she’d ask for help
because everyone has been
a disappointment so far.

Aboveall, the song is an
upbeat jiving groove about
self-love that sets the mood
just right for a girl’s night.
It is a song that inspires
and at the same time, one
can dance to and it

4.9/5
By Daily Music Roll

BEBE REXHA TURNS ON
THE HEAT IN THE CLUB

WITH HER LATEST SINGLE
“CALL ON ME”

         

breathes a rejuvenating
freshness, augmented by
the strength of Bebe
Rexha’s vocals. The lyrics
soar high with the
conviction in her thoughts
and instil listeners with
confidence. Rife with
imagery and poetic
allusion, this melodic piece
has much to offer to its
listeners.

Soon after its release, “Call
On Me” received massively
mixed reactions online, but
no one can deny that the
single, released via Warner
Records is a polished club
anthem that stands tall on
a pedestal of enthralling
house production, and self-
empowering lyricism,
backed by soaring vocals.
The black and white cover
which shows the singer
sporting a white halter neck
also created quite a stir
among the online
community as she looks
absolutely stunning.

‘Bebe’ has been announced
to be released on 28th
April. Between the releases
of her singles, the singer
would be hitting the roads
for her 20-date Best F*n
Night of My Life Tour, set to
commence on May 31 in
Phoenix. Earlier this week,
she also made a record for
being the longest-charting
female artist on Billboard‘s
Dance/Electronic chart,
standing at 38 weeks. She
also holds the record for
being the longest female on
the Hot Country chart,
standing at 50 weeks. The
latest single is now
streaming on Spotify.
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Event News

Latin
Festival
Celebrates
Culture,
Music, and
Lifestyle
Uniting the Latin community, the
‘Tu Fiesta Radio Presents: LPT
Latin Salsa Orchestra’ event
celebrates the glorious Latin
culture, music, and festivities.

Latin culture is one of the oldest
and most celebrated cultures
around the world and recently this
event united the Latin community
once again. The ‘Tu Fiesta Radio
Presents: LPT Latin Salsa
Orchestra’ took place at the
Heartwood Soundstage, starting
from 7 p.m to 11 p.m. Delivering
salsa songs and giveaways to guests
with enchanting rhythms, the event
presented an unforgettable night
for the attendees on Saturday.

The festival united the Latin
community and celebrated the
culture by including the music of
took place at the Heartwood
Soundstage, LPT, The music was
played by the prominent radio host,
Elio Piedra along with Jorge
Tamayo and Luis “Torpedo” Aponte
also present as performers.

The musician trio [performed in the
first half of the festival, with a long
set of one and a half hours where
songs like “Timbalero,” “Aguadile”
and “Llorarás,” were played. The
energy was soaring high as the
music and incredible performances

 by the artists led the audience
directly to the middle of the dance
floor. The attendees and guest list
were full of Latin community
members and one of the most
prominent ones was the couple
celebrating their wedding
anniversary.

The musicians took the chance
and made the celebrations even
bigger by dedicating the song “Me
gusta” to the lovely couple and
their love. Yoel Sosa and Jackie
Coz, the couple, two Cubans who
were celebrating 13 years of their
marriage were visibly happy and
enjoying the ever-joyous
ambiance, created by the festival.

Expressing their joy and gratitude,
Jackie Coz said, “There’s no better
place to celebrate it”. The couple
also had a long history with Piedra
and met him for the first time at
his first event playing in
Gainesville. Since then the couple
has been loyal fans of the artist
and remained devoted followers of
Tu Fiesta Radio. In a further
statement, Coz said that the best
part of this festival and the event
is seeing the Latin community

coming together, listening to Latin
music, and enjoying it to the fullest.
Sosa on the other hand, happened to
agree with his wife’s statement and
said these events were important to
them and the entire Latin
community.

Explaining further he said that there
are far more opportunities to set
roots in Gainesville’s Hispanic
community.

One thing that the guests and
performers were united on was that
if these events had more media
coverage, they would be more
interesting. So there are big hopes
for the future.
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Event News

The Cure's Robert Smith Slams Ticketmaster Fees and Says He Is Sickened
As the Tour Goes On Sale

The Cure is one of the most famous
music bands in the world so when
the fans heard that the band is
going on tour, the excitement is on
the roof. However, since the tickets
are on sale on Ticketmaster, the
price is concerning to a lot of fans
and they have been complaining
online about it. Now the lead singer
of The Cure, Robert Smith has
responded to it directly on Twitter.
The complaints were mainly about
the fees that Ticketmaster collected
during the band’s “Verified Fan”
sale for tickets for the upcoming
tour. Responding to this, the lead
singer and songwriter Smith wrote
on Twitter, “I am as sickened as you
all are by today’s Ticketmaster
‘Fees’ debacle”. When some of the
fans urged him to look into the
matter and have some control over

 it, he further went on to explain and say
“To be very clear: The artist has no way
to limit them. I have been asking how
they are justified. If I get anything
coherent by way of an answer I will let
you all know.”
Earlier this week, the band announced
the ‘verified fan’ concept and Smith
himself announced that the band took a
decision to use Ticketmaster’s “verified
fan” system in order to get more face
value for the fans along with presenting
them with a unique concept of
connecting more intimately with the
band. In his new tweet, Smith says that
he and his band have refused to
participate in the company’s vigorous
pricing and the “platinum” tickets. He
then further called the concept “a
greedy scam” as recently it has sky-
rocketed the recent Bruce Springsteen
and the E Street Band tour tickets.

It is not the first time Ticketmaster
has been called out by artists.
Recently the company has been
under fire for how they practice
their business.

They have faced multiple lawsuits
and a Senate hearing. On top of
that, the company has been
accused of practicing
“unprecedented” fraud which
forced them to shut out the
legitimate ticket holders, from Bad
Bunny’s concert that happened in
Mexico City.

Since Ticketmaster has been in
legal trouble unethical practice of
selling tickets and manipulating
the prices, and now that the band
member has called them out on
social media, it will be interesting
to see how that will fold out.
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The anticipation is high as
Ed Sheeran’s upcoming
album ‘-’ will be released
soon on May 5. With the
release of ‘Eyes Closed’, the
buzz has gone even higher.

It is not far that Ed
Sheeran’s new musical
project will be at the top of
the music charts as his
upcoming album ‘-’ is all set
to drop on May 5. With the
premiere of the teasing
single ‘Eyes Closed’,
Sheeran is again creating
magic in the music industry
with some stripped-back
musical experiences and
events of life.

This time he has come up
with a more personal take
rather than his usual
poignant romantic style.
Let’s admit the fact that Ed
Sheeran is not the same
person as before. He
admits, “I have grown up, I
am a father now”.

As a matter of fact, working
with National’s Aaron
Dessner has shown some
effects on the musical
arrangement. Aaron is also
Taylor Swift’s longtime
producer. Rather than
comparing Sheeran and
Swift’s take on alternative
folk music; a close
observation of the song
‘Eyes Closed’ shows that it
is certainly more stripped-
back than Sheeran’s
previous works. Adding
more reverb to the guitar
along with atmospheric
synth which is
complimented by wind-like
ambient noises in the
background; this song

4.9/5
By Daily Music Roll

EYES CLOSED: ED
SHEERAN’S LATEST

SINGLE LAMENTS FOR THE
TIME THAT HAS PASSED

         

definitely offers a captivating soundscape.

The lyrical approach in this track offers a more explicit
and personal event of life and Ed Sheeran did a great job
of reflecting those emotions. In this case, the event is
the death of his beloved friend. Entrepreneur Jamal
Edwards has been a part of his earlier works but he is
not here anymore. As the singer/songwriter laments, "I

 pictured this year a little
bit different when it hit
February" a lot of listeners
would say, “it hit me so
hard”. As he recalls the
memories, Sheeran keeps it
real by singing “ Delusion is
here again, And I think
you’ll come home soon”.
But, change is inevitable
and seasons may come and
go. He had to accept the
fact too and eventually he
gives in saying, “Everything
changes, nothing’s the
same, Except the truth is
now you’re gone, And life
just goes on”.

The portrayal of deeper
emotions along with a
unique take on music; ‘Eyes
Closed’ is truly another
beautiful number by Ed
Sheeran that can stir
listeners from inside. It is
commendable how he
manages to balance
incorporating a heavy
subject with an upbeat
musical arrangement
without overwhelming it.
The song is currently
available on Spotify,
YouTube, and all the other
major music platforms,
waiting to hit the top charts
again.
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The Metal Rock Band Kiss Has Finally
Announced the ‘End of the Road Tour’

The rock band Kiss is all ready to
present their ‘End of the Road
Tour’. After performing for the last
50 years, the band is saying
goodbye to everyone.

After four years of doing the
farewell tour, the metal rock band
Kiss is finally announcing the last
dates of the tour. Before this, they
already announced the final tour
dates in 2021. But now they have
come up again and said that they
are concluding the tour as the ‘End
of the Road Tour’ this year in
Madison Square Garden, New York
City. The tour will end on 2nd
December 2023.

They started the tour from Vancouver
on 31st January 2019. And when the
pandemic started, they postponed many
shows from 2020 to 2021. After that in
2022, they said that the band is not
quite ready to say their final goodbye so
soon. That is why they have added 100
more shows and completing them in
2023. In an interview, they said ‘It’s like
painting a painting or writing a book.
When somebody says, ‘When is it gonna
be finished?’ You’re in the middle of it;
you don’t know… this is a tour that will
not stop until it stops’. In the final leg of
the tour, they added 19 shows. They will
start the last leg on 29th October in
Austin, then they will continue the

show in Washington, Canada,
Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois,
Maryland, and then New York City.
They have said ‘KISS was born in
New York City. On 23rd Street. Half
a century ago. It will be a privilege
and honor to finish touring at
Madison Square Garden, 10 blocks
and 50 years from where we first
started’.
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Jay-Z Is
Reaching a
New Height
of Success
with a $2.5
Billion Net
Worth
A few years earlier, Jay-Z became
the first-ever billionaire rapper.
Since then he is slowing down and
now this Brooklyn rapper touched a
net worth of $2.5 billion. From
recent updates according to Forbes,
we are coming to know that Jay-Z’s
current net worth is $2.5 billion.
In the year 2019, he broke a record
in history and became the first
billionaire.

At that point in time, he had stakes
in Armand de Brignac champagne
and D’Usse cognac, which is valued
at more than $400 million. Apart
from that, he had many
investments in properties in places
like New York and Los Angeles.
The media has confirmed ‘Even in a
year without a tour or album
release, Jay-Z mints millions from
his Armand de Brignac champagne
and D’Usse cognac’.

It has stunned everyone, that
without even working in his core
field, he earned such a huge
amount of money.

Jay-Z has stated that ‘Music is like
stocks, there’s the hot thing of the
moment…People tend to make
emotional decisions based on that.

 They don’t stick with what they
know’. He has also added by
saying ‘That was the greatest trick
in music that people ever pulled
off, to convince artists that you
can’t be an artist and make
money…Hip-hop from the
beginning has always been
aspirational. It always broke that
notion that an artist can’t think
about money as well’.

Currently, this rapper is the
1210th wealthiest persona in the
whole world. In 2010, he made a
conversation with the investor
Warren Buffett to approach for
music career with Oracle of
Omaha’s strategy. This way he
tried to invest in other businesses
too. But ten years later he has
achieved what he always dreamt
of.

After that Buffett said ‘Jay is
teaching in a lot bigger classroom
than I’ll ever teach in…For a young
person growing up he’s the guy to
learn from’. This statement is
absolutely right and Jay is working
on it to achieve even bigger success.
Currently, this news has created a
buzz among all of his fans instantly.
Therefore, this artist will keep on
mesmerizing everyone with his new
accomplishments.
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Gigi Hadid
Breaks
Silence
over
Rumours of
Ex Zayn
Malik
Dating
Selena
Gomez.
As rumors sparked up about Selena
Gomez dating Zayn malik, fans over
the world have started speculating
what supermodel Gigi Hadid has to
say about it, since the ex-flames
were what one would call a favorite
“power couple” until their split in
2021 - just one year after the birth
of their daughter Khai, and that the
Hadid sisters are friends with
Selena. It appears that finally, Gigi
has made a statement regarding
the same, as stated by a close
source.

Since the Selena Gomez and Hailey
Bieber Tiktok drama, the singer has
been making headlines again for
her romantic relationships as news
about her dating The
Chainsmokers’ Andrew Taggart
emerged after the two were spotted
making out at a Lower East Side
bowling alley on January 14.
Selena, however, released a video

on Tiktok later lip-syncing to
audio that said, “Guys, I figured
out the reason why I’m single.
Apparently, you have to go
outside and meet people. Like you
actually have to go outside and
talk to them. Yea, it’s gonna be a
no for me.” And it left fans
wondering if the fling was over.

Finally, there seems to be an
answer as screenshots of a text
exchange between TikTok user
@klarissa.mpeg and her friend
went viral in a video where she
claimed to have been the hostess
of the two singers, who were seen
getting cozy and holding hands.
Several others spotted the duo
together in SoHo in New York City
at around 10:30 pm. Eyewitnesses
claimed that the two “were
comfortable together and it
was clear that it was a date."

Gigi Hadid, who claims to have
“moved on” from Zayn after their
split and is now “having fun” when
it comes to her romantic life, has “no
problem whatsoever with Zayn
dating”, said a source.

Another source reported, “As long as
he is happy and stable and continues
to be a good co-parent to [their
daughter] Khai, she’s fine with
whoever he goes out with.”

The “Lose You to Love Me” singer
has previously been linked with
artists like Nick Jonas and the
Weeknd, not to mention her on-
again-off-again relationship with
Justin Bieber.
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Can Shakira’s
big year lead
her to the
Grammy? Find
out!
Freshly off after the hype of
breaking up with her husband
Gerard Piqué, Shakira is making a
big year with two of the biggest
worldwide hits of the year. This
unwavering Colombian singer is
making an epic comeback in the
music industry while collaborating
with other artists, helping her
manage to capitalize on the
situation.

The success and hype of the tracks
are not due to her style and sense
of singing or the personal issues
regarding the separation with
Piqué, but the strategic
collaboration with some of the
biggest names in the Latin
industry’ currently buzzing in the
industry.

It all began with her massive hit
single “Bzrp Music Sessions, Vol.
53.” Bizarrap is one of the most
influential young Argentinian
producers who is currently buzzing
in the Hispanic music scene. He
creates almost-freestyled sessions
in collaboration with the biggest
and buzziest artists in the Latin
Industry.

Such sessions never fail to go viral
and last year’s “Bzrp Music
Sessions, Vol. 52” is the biggest
example of that. Featuring
Quevedo, the track has garnered
over one billion Spotify streams in
seven months. There’s no doubt
that this year’s session with Shakira
is also going to be a big musical hit.

Shakira vocally dragged her ex-
husband into the session however,
this is the first song regarding the
divorce. Last year, she dropped
two blockbuster singles namely
‘Monotonía’ with Ozuna and ‘Te
Felicito’ with Rauw Alejandro that
have surfaced the subject.

But the latest session is a bit more
powerful as it seems like Shakira
has let it all out without being
slightly sympathetic to Piqué.
There is a reference to both his
name and his recent girlfriend,
Clara Chia.

However, it is not just ‘Bzrp Music
Sessions, Vol. 53.’ which is making
this year highly successful but also

‘TQG’ with Karol G, which is
currently buzzing in the top charts.
Both of the songs are topping the
global Spotify chart while getting
featured on the Billboard Hot 100.
The subject matter in ‘TQG’ is also
quite intriguing as the two
Colombian female singers have
offered an anthem of empowerment
after heartbreak.

With such a high graph of success,
engagement, and buzz in the
industry; it seems like Shakira’s big
year is not ending any soon and will
be offering more creative projects in
the coming days. Fans and critics are
claiming that Shakira is going to win
at the upcoming Latin Grammys.
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Lil Nas X Has Revealed the
Reason why He Stopped Dating

VIPs

Famous ‘Montero’ rapper Lil Nas X has
finally openly spoken about his dating
life and his decision to quit exclusive
dating apps. His new appearance in
James Corden's Carpool Karaoke
offered a handful of inside stories of
the rapper’s dating life.

His involvement in dating as a
superstar has been a little different in
his experience and he decided to speak
about it. When it comes to VIP dating
applications, Lil Nas X said, "I used to
utilize Raya." He further added, "It very
much like, tumbled off for myself and I
just began to meet individuals face to

 face. Also, Raya is really popular,
everybody's renowned on there.
I've met many well known folks. I
think I've come to realize that I
could do without dating
celebrities." Talking about the
show, the rapper also admitted the
fact that a couple of his past dates
had participated in Carpool
Karaoke. It was definitely a blush
moment when James Corden
inquired whether one of the dates
was Michael Bublé or not.
Lil Nas X replied, "I won't tell
you... Michael Bublé?! ... No
doubt, definitely. You got me.

Might you at any point envision?
Michael Bublé is gay?... He's hot
and he has an amazing voice." This
is followed by trolls to which Lil
Nas X applauded back as he has
been called out as "phony gay." He
simply answered, "Goodness folks
it's the estrogen master," when a
pundit blamed him, calling him
"constrained."

Other than his dating life on Raya,
the rapper is quite busy with his
upcoming musical project which is
currently following up ‘Montero’
and its route to success. In a recent
conversation, the rapper shared his
desire to drop his sophomore
studio album in the late spring.
Talking about the project, he said,
"It's generally arranging now." the
rapper further added, "I could
undoubtedly deliver music, yet I
need to assemble minutes around
this poo. I need to go greater than
previously!"

It does not require to say that
"Montero (Call Me By Your Name)"
was the biggest musical project in
2021 that appeared at No. 2 on the
Billboard 200. It was also
considered a platinum album
project by the Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA).

Hopefully, his upcoming musical
project will bring him more success
on his highly progressive musical
journey ahead.
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The Weeknd
Become the
‘World’s Most
Popular Artist’
Declared By
Guinness
World Records
On 20th March, Guinness
announced that the Canadian
singer The Weeknd (originally
named Abel Tesfaye) has become
the ‘World’s Most Popular Artist’.
This news is spreading joy among
all music enthusiasts because this
artist has really amazed everyone
with his magnificent songs. He is
one of the most talented and
hitmakers in the present music
industry. He has the maximum
number of monthly listeners on
Spotify, which is approx. 111.4
million.

He is the very first singer to achieve
the milestone of 100 million
monthly listeners on the most
popular music streaming platform.
There is no disbelief that how this
artist has become the ‘World’s Most
Popular Artist’.

Over the years, he is continuously
delivering exemplary music and
entertaining everyone to their core.
His exceptional creations have
helped him to stay ahead of the
competition by a huge margin.

The Weeknd has defeated artists
like Miley Cyrus with 82.4 million
monthly Spotify listeners. She’s
followed by Shakira (81.6 million),
Ariana Grande (80.6 million),
Taylor Swift (80.2 million), Rihanna

(78.5 million), and Ed Sheeran
(77.5 million). Before getting this
acknowledgment, he has also
become the first singer to tie with
the legendary singer-performer
Michael Jackson. He was the only
person to hold multiple No.1 hits
on the Billboard Hot 100 chart.
And now The Weeknd has also got
multiple No.1 for his songs from
albums Beauty Behind the
Madness (2015), ‘Starboy (2016)’,
and ‘After Hours (2020)’.

Before this record, he made it to
the Guinness World Record in
2016 for getting two certificates
for the most streamed album on
Spotify in 2015 and for most
consecutive weeks in the Top 10
on the Billboard Hot 100 chart as a
solo male artist.

And now he has bagged another
record in the most prestigious book
of records. His contribution to the
music industry is unavoidable.

Each creation of him have gotten
global recognition and helped him to
create an identity in the
international music industry.

This new record is leading him to
more success in his music career. It
can be said that it is not only a proud
moment for him but for all of his
listeners as well.
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Abdu Rozik and MC Stan’s Dirty Allegation Game Doesn’t Seem
to Come to an End Any Sooner

Abdu Rozik has been getting trolled
and mocked by MC Stan’s fans on
social media for taking a fight with
MC Stan. And now Rozik’s team has
issued a statement alleging MC’s
management for misbehaving with
this Tajikistan singer. People truly
enjoyed their participation in Big
Boss 16. This is a show that
celebrates raw brawls and nasty
fights, but most of the previous
contestants have seemed to
overcome their internal fights on
the show and behave like civilized
humans after their respective
seasons come to an end. But not
this time, this fight between these
two is not getting anywhere on the
contrary the allegation game is still
on and avid netizens have joined to
make this live longer.

Social media can be extremely cruel

 time-to-time and it was quite upsetting
to see Abdu Rozik getting trolled online.
From hurtful comments to mockery MC
Stan’s fans don’t seem to rest with this
singer from Tajikistan. And now, Abdu
Rozik’s team has released a statement
slamming people and revealing the core
reason behind this fight. In the
statement, they mentioned that MC
Stan’s management has not just been
misbehaving and verbally abusing this
singer but also has broken his car’s
panel.

The statement goes like this, "First of all
we would like to wish everyone
Ramadan Mubarak and encourage
everyone to be kind and peaceful always
but furthermore on the holy month of
Ramadan. We felt it was necessary to
clear up the matter officially regarding
Mc Stan since Abdu is receiving some
backlash and hate without the public

actually knowing any scenario.

On March 20, Sajid Khan visited
Abdu and Mc stan was calling
Sajid's phone. Abdu was so excited
and happy to speak to Stan taking
the phone "Salamalaikum mere dil,
mere jaan how are you my brother I
miss you so much." Stan replied on
speaker to Sajid, I will call you later
and hung up. Abdu then sent Stan a
voice note asking why didn't you
reply to my Salam or say you busy
and until this day Stan has not
responded or addressed why he did
that."

Names like Emiway Bantai have
also been dragged into this online
fight between these two artists,
while the game of screenshots and
tagging photos continues online.
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A NEW MILESTONE FOR BLACKPINK: AS THE
GIRL GROUP HAS HIT 5 MILLION MELON

UNIQUE LISTENERS
BlackPink creates history with their first B-side track ‘Forever
Young’ to be the first-ever B-side number that crossed those 5
million plays. Apart from this track they already have 4 more track
that has over 5 million plays o MelOn. But a B-side number
getting 5.1 million unique listeners is history itself according to
the music app.

The leading k-pop girl group BlackPink has been one of the most
talked about groups since the time of its inception. And with their
‘How You Like That’ trends, they have reached the pinnacle of
popularity. And now MelOn describing their B-side engaging
number ‘Forever Young’, which has crossed the 5M plays on that
music platform has made every Blink member also extremely
happy.

While the world was enthralled to see the teaser of Jisoo’s
upcoming album and how stunning Jennie looked in Calvin
Klien’s new Spring Campaign.

This song has released over 2 years back and since then the song
was one of the youth theme tracks which has gained over 16M

 views on YouTube. And now this new
development was very pleasing to witness for
every Blink member. For those who don’t have a
clue what Mel On is? This is the leading music
application used by Korean music lovers.
Though, worldwide platforms like Spotify and
Apple Music offer billions of listeners getting
this national recognition was extremely
overwhelming for them.

They are still in the middle of their “Born Pink
World Tour”. The tour started on the 15th of
October 2022 and is going to end on June 17th,
2023. They are currently performing in Japan.
And as soon as they are done with Orient they
will start performing in the US. And getting a
piece of news like this in the middle of their
immensely successful world tour has been a
win-win situation for the girl band.

Don’t miss out on the charming aesthetic look
of Jisoo’s upcoming solo album release. And if
you are in Taiwan then you can get a chance to
see this incredibly charming girl group
performing this weekend at the Kaohsiung
National Stadium. Book your tickets now if you
haven’t already to get the experience of the
musical deluge offered by them.
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Ciara Trolls
Haters after
the Backlash
She Received
for Her
Academy
Awards After
Party Outfit
When it comes to the quote, “Have
fun and give ‘em something to talk
about”, Ciara took it literally as she
dropped some gorgeous pictures of
herself on Instagram after she
received heavy criticism for her
see-through outfit at an Academy
Awards party on Sunday.

In the After Party of the 2023
Vanity Fair Oscars, the "1, 2 Step"
singer arrived in an ensemble
comprising a black sheer netted
gown that gave a view of her front
and backside, and a black thong
that she paired with long black
gloves, black ankle-strap Santoni
heels, a chic bob and smoky black
eyes. Designed by Dundas, her
outfit was fresh off the runway at
Paris Fashion Week.

The singer remained unfazed and
decided to annoy her haters further
by sharing some risque images of
herself, sporting a black one-piece
swimsuit layered with a white top
with the letter “C” in the middle
and paired the outfit with black
ankle-strap shoes as she posed on a
bed and a shower. The caption read,
“Get that money sis, keep them on
they tip ?”.

Comments started pouring in
as the artist was shamed for her
looks and people even questioned
her parenting skills and her
relationship with her husband.

Ciara was married to Denver
Broncos quarterback Russell
Wilson in 2016 and the couple
shares three children: a daughter,
Sienna, 4, a son, Win, 2, and the
oldest Future, 8, from Ciara’s
previous relationship. Wilson,
however, appeared to have no
issues with what his spouse wore
that night, which led some fans to
comment, “If her HUSBAND
doesn’t have an issue with it I’m
confused why everyone got an
issue with it for him? Lol he saw
her outfit when she got it, while
she was getting dressed, when
they left the house and when he
stood next to her and posed AT
THE OSCARS.”

Despite the hate comments, Ciara

 received a majority of netizens
supporting her and dropping in
comments like “You just breaking
the internet e'rday and making the
haters madder! I love it!”

Things don’t end there; to irk the
haters some more, she released a
video on TikTok sporting dark
shades and covering herself in a
white bedsheet with the caption
“Selective Outrage.

The clip was titled "POV: How I'm
pulling up to Vanity Fair next year ?,"
and fans loved the humor and sass
with which the artist handled the
whole situation.

However, Ciara wasn’t the only one
to wear a revealing ensemble, as
reportedly, ‘naked dresses’ was the
theme for the annual event, also
sported by actress Taylour Paige,
who was much appreciated by fans
who called her look “refreshing.”
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With Her Moving Performance, Rihanna Lifts Up the Oscars
On March 12th, 2023, on the stage
of the Oscars, Rihanna came and
conquered billions of hearts with
her sensational performance
honoring the late actor Chadwick
Boseman. Rihanna was there not to
just perform but to carry out
heavier work. And with her magical
voice, she made everyone feel each
word she uttered with passion. Her
heart-melting ballad ‘Lift Me Up’,
from ‘Black Panther: Wakanda
Forever’, a funereal track honoring
Boseman. On August 28th, 2020,
the actor died of colon cancer at an
age of 43. Her performance received
a standing ovation from the
honorable ensemble crowd. With
this number, she received her first
nomination to the Oscars as well.
The lady in a gleaming black dress
with silver linings, and above-

elbow gloves, the diamonds around her
neck gave accent to her look even
further along with her minimal diamond
earrings. Prior to the performance, she
was seen on the red carpet as well, in a
black body-hugging long-tailed dress.
Pregnancy has never stopped Rihanna
from flaunting herself, and a few days
before she posted a cute and candid
photo of her nine-month-old son with
an adorable caption, “My son when he
found out his sibling is going to the
Oscars and not him @theacademy
#oscarnominee
#oscarperformancein1week swipe for tb
of my fat man.” Along with that photo,
there was a short video of her son
apparently reacting to her ‘Lift Me Up’
in the most endearing way.

Previously she revealed that she slept in
the studio duo  while she was making

the track in November 2022. She
said, “Just recently I pushed
through three days at the studio in
a row—like, slept in the studio—to
get a song done because it’s a
project that’s really important to
me coming out.

I believed it, and I wanted to be a
part of it, so I got it done.” There is
also high anticipation of her ninth
studio album, and slightly nudging
the rumors in the classic Rihanna
way she was “I want it to be this
year”. Adding more, “Like, honestly,
it’d be ridiculous if it’s not this
year. But I just want to have fun.

I just want to make music and make
videos.” Keeping her perfectionist-
self motivated it seems like the
wait is going to end this year.
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KNOW ALL ABOUT THE ULTRA MUSIC
FESTIVAL: ITS HISTORY, ICONIC
PERFORMANCES AND AWARDS

Music festivals are the biggest celebration of art and joy where
thousands and thousands of people gather around to listen and
have fun. One such music festival is the electronic music festival,
Ultra Music Festival. It started in 1999 and currently happens
annually in Miami, Florida. Since March is already here, the time
for the Ultra Music Festival to return to its glory is about to
happen, so let’s dig deeper and know all about this outdoor
electronic music festival.

History of Ultra Music Festival: The Ultra Music Festival started
on 1999 and was inaugurated by Russell Faibisch, Ray Navarro and
Alex Omes. Even though currently the festival goes on for 2 days,
but back when it started, it started as a one-day festival which
happened on 19th march of 1999.

Since the first time, the festival turned out to be a success and
created sensations among music lovers with performers like Josh
Wink, Rabbit in the Moon, DJ Baby Anne, and Paul van Dyk. It was
an instant hit which recorded attendees and concert-goers in
thousands and was held at Collins Park in Miami Beach. Even
though there was a loss in the inauguration year, the Uotra Beach
Music Festival returned for the second time in 2000 and since
then its continuation made it one of the largest and most popular
music festivals in the world.

Growth of the beach festival:  

The concept of gathering people in an electronic music festival
and to make it an open-ground festival was something unique and
refreshing back then and still is. This along with great
performances, festivities and enjoyment, the music festival has

become a fan-favorite over the years. The music
festival set a whole new record of having an
attendance of over 70,000 people in the year
2009 where the lineup introduced more live
bands and crossover performances. Some of the
performances include bands and musicians like
The Black Eyed Peas, The Prodigy, Perry Farrell,
Crystal Castles, The Whip, etc. Then the festival
sold out for the first time in history and had
over 100,000 attendees at its thirteenth annual
edition in 2011. Then in 2013, in celebration of
its fifteenth anniversary the festival took place
for the first time over two weekends. Including
artists like David Guetta, Swedish House Mafia,
Calvin Harris, Richie Hawtin, Snoop Dog, The
Weeknd, Zedd, Afrojack, etc. as headliners made
the popularity of the music festival even higher.

Change in location and pandemic:

In 2019, the commissioners of Miami voted
against the festival hosting at Bayfront Park,
unanimously. The cancellation was because of
the noise complaints and other concerns among
the downtown residents. So festival organizers
proposed moving the festival to barrier island of
Virginia Key, and planned to use the Virginia
Key Beach Park and Miami Marine Stadium as
venues.

Followed by some problems, the festival finally
announced its lineup as Chainsmokers,
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Marshmello, Martin Garix and others as the headliners and hosted at the Virginia Key. Then the next year, the music
festival Bayfront Park as the Mayor of Key Biscayne Michael Dave said about the festival that they "did the best they
could, but it's just not the right place".

Then due to covid-19 the festival was cancelled as the entire world was suffering from the deadly pandemic and large
gatherings in close proximity was not allowed. The festival was cancelled for two years, 2020, and 2021 and returned
the next year in its full glory at the Bayfront Park location. In 2022, the Ultra Music Festival happened on March 25,
26 and 27 where the lineup included artists like Kygo, Martin Garrix, Afrojack, Tiesto and others.

Ultra Worldwide: In 2008, the Ultra Music Festival thought of taking the experience worldwide and started Ultra
Brazil that took place in São Paulo, Brazil. This now moved to Rio de Janeiro in 2016. Since this global adventure, the
festival has taken places in Santiago, Chile - Ultra Chile, Buenos Aires, Argentina - Ultra Buenos Aires, Tokyo, Japan -
Ultra Japan, Seoul, Korea - Ultra Korea, Ibiza, Spain - Ultra Ibiza, etc. It also came up with Road to Ultra in 2012 with
the concept of single-day, single-stage events.

Awards and recognition: 

In the category of DJ awards, the first nomination came in 2007 for the Best International Dance Music Festival. It
won teh Special Award - Best International Dance Music Festival in 2008. The festival also won awards for World's
Best Festival in DJ Magazine in 2016 and 2017 and came in 3rd in 2019. It has won Best Music Event from 2008 to
2011 and was also nominated for the Best Dance Event. In 2018, it won the award for being the Best Festival.

So the history and facts supports the Ultra Music Festival as one of the most iconic and celebrated music festivals in
the world. If you are a fan of electronic music and beaches, Ultra Music Festival in 2023 should be your destination!
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K-POP GIRL GROUP TWICE IS RETURNING
WITH THEIR UPCOMING MINI-ALBUM

'READY TO BE' ON MARCH 10TH, 2023
Get ready and all excited to dance with JYP Entertainment Girl
group, Twice. They are coming back with their upcoming 12th
mini album ‘Ready to Be’ on 10th March 2023.

K-pop fans are extremely excited after JYP Entertainment
announced the upcoming release of Twice. This is going to be
their 12th Mini album, ‘Ready to Be’, going to launch on the 10th
of March, 2023. The news came out on Social media on the 3rd of
February. And on April 15th their 5th Tour will be incepted in
Seoul.

This album has 7 impressively made numbers, and the high
anticipation from Global ONCE alongside every k-pop fan is
keeping a keen eye on every post of this girl gang. The title track

 of this album would be ‘Set Me Free’. And there
will be two versions released of this title track,
one is Korean and another English version.
They have already dropped their enticing
release number ‘Moonlight (Tequila) Sunrise’ on
20th January 2023. And just a week JYP
Entertainment dropped the trailer for this
upcoming album launch. Global ONCE is going
to get tracks like ‘Set Me Free’, ‘Moonlight
Sunrise’, ‘Got The Thrills’, ‘Blame It On Me’,
‘Wallflower’, ‘CrazyStupid Love’, and ‘Set Me
Free’ (English Version) in this mini album. They
have been releasing some exciting tracks from
the time of their inception, and they are making
a comeback with this impressively made album.

Previously in their avid years, they have been
occupying the pinnacle position on the
Billboards. Their last mini album 'BETWEEN
1&2' was ranked 3rd on the ‘Billboards 200’,
setting a record for ‘Third Top Ten’ they have
made a great impact on their audience.
According to several reports, after counting all
the CD sales and online music digital downloads
they have done a marvelous job of gaining the
5th position that year.

Hopefully, ‘Ready to Be’ is going to make a
similar impression on their audience as well.
After the first solo of this album was released
music lovers are more excited to see what else
they will be offering in their 12th mini album.
Get ready for the 10th of March 2023, they are
going to blow your mind with their
exceptionally gravitating music. At 2 PM KST
(00:00 Eastern time in the US) they are about to
release their upcoming album on every music-
streaming platform.
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M83 is All
Set to Drop
His Latest
Album
‘Fantasy’
The talented artist M83 is ready to
release his upcoming album
‘Fantasy’, which is going to release
on 17th of March 2023 for the
worldwide listeners.

The proficient artist Anthony
Gonzalez, widely known as M83 is
taking the pop music culture to
another level with his splendid
creations. This artist has extended
his reach to larger audiences with
his excellent musical creations.

The thematic and rhythmic flow of
the tracks has garnered a lot of
listeners from all around the world.
He is an independent artist, who
single-handedly manages from
composing, recording, and
producing the tracks. This artist
has taken the initiative to bring the
essence of 80s pop music culture to
the present time. With this amount
of creativity, this artist has created
an identity for himself in the music
industry.

Recently, this artist created
anticipation for all the music
enthusiasts for his upcoming album
‘Fantasy’, which is going to release
on 17th March 2023. All of his
listeners are eagerly waiting for the
drop. All of his songs are filled with
diversity and with this album,
listeners are expecting the same.

He has grabbed everyone’s

attention by delivering various
songs for his listeners. This
artist has amplified the true
essence of the genre in a very
effortless way. His way of
presenting the songs is very
different from other musicians
and that is what helped him to
gain so much attention.

Anthony has always been inclined
to the culture of pop music and
that is why he pursued his career
in it. This particular trait has
inspired many young musicians.
The hooky and groovy music in
his creations has added a whole
new flavor, which has attracted
worldwide audiences. This artist
always tries to come up with
something new and that is why he
always keeps on experimenting
with diverse things. In his songs,

 listeners can find the essence of
vintage pop music, which is quite
admirable. This way he has garnered
plenty of listenersand created a solid
fanbase.

M83 is an established musical
persona in the industry. He has
given a lot of tracks in his music
career. Some of his excellent
creations are ‘Midnight City’, ‘Wait’,
‘My Tears Are Becoming a Sea’, and
‘Outro’. Each song is enriched with
various kind of things, which has
made them even more attractive.

All these pieces of music are
available on Spotify, thus reach out
to his profile on this platform to
listen to them. Alongside, follow him
on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter
to get all the updates on ‘Fantasy’
and his upcoming projects.
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Malala
Yousafzai
Offered the
Perfect
Reply When
Asked about
Harry
Styles'
Spitting
Scene
Nobel Prize Winner Malala
Yousafzai made sure what she
stands for on the stage of the
Oscars. It does not require to say
that Malala is one of the leading
advocates of women’s education in
Pakistan. She survived a Taliban
murder attempt and won a Nobel
Prize for her deeds before even she
turned 18. She has become the
most inspirational and influential
persona at a very young age who is
fighting for peace.

The 2023 Oscars witnessed Malala’s
strong will again when host Jimmy
Kimmel tried to bother her with
last year’s one of the stupidest
controversies: “Did Harry Styles
spit on Chris Pine during the
Venice Film Festival premiere of
Don’t Worry, Darling?”
When Kimmel asked, “As the
youngest Nobel Prize winner in
history, do you think Harry Styles

 spit on Chris Pine?” Malala gently
replied by skipping a beat, “I only
talk about peace.” In order to
avoid the awkward situation,
Kimmel continued, “That’s why
you’re Malala,” and concluded
with “That’s a great answer.”
Yousafzai came to the Oscars as
she is the executive producer of
the short movie titled ‘Stranger at
the Gate’. It has been nominated
in the best documentary short
subject category at the 2023
Oscars but it lost to ‘The Elephant
Whisperers.’

Billboard Hot 100 topper and ‘As It
Was’ singer Harry Styles became
the hottest internet topic for
debate with the #SpitGate after a
viral video appeared last fall. In
the video, it seemed Harry leaned
over Chris Pine and spat. However,
a representative for Pine said that
it was merely an “odd online
illusion” in the clip.

Later on, Pine offered even a more
detailed description of the
incident by saying “He leaned
down, and I think he said, ‘It’s just

 words, isn’t it?’” He further said,
“‘Cause we had this little joke. We’re
all jet-lagged, we’re all trying to
answer these questions. Sometimes
when you’re doing these press
things, your brain gets befuddled
and you start speaking gibberish.
And we had a joke: ‘It’s just words,
man.’”

Although, the debate might go on
whether it was words or spit; one
thing is clear not everyone finds it
amusing. The 2023 Oscars has been
quite eventful with some of the best
nominations and award winners as
well as a sense of empowerment.
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